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Unleash the
Unlimited Power
Inside of You

Online Coaching • Corporate Wellness • Speaking Engagements

Jean Titus, Founder & CEO of Titus Unlimited/Unlimited Supplements, shares
expert knowledge about his daily practice of strengthening body, mind, and
motivation which helps to unleash the unlimited power inside of us all. He has
garnered 100 million views for two of his motivational videos and is featured in
ESPN, AARP Muscle & Fitness, Essence Magazines, and BlackDoctor.org.
He started using Instagram for the first time in August 2016 with 200 followers.
Within a year, he had amassed 100,000 followers. He currently has a social
media following of over 300,000 and growing.

titusunlimited.com

PUBLISHER’S PERSPECTIVE

BY MONIQUE LARUE

My Life is Full

T

his year is nearing its close. To say that “my life is full” may seem like a
sentiment many are sharing with the same or similar experience. “My life is
full” has been a melting pot of emotions, challenges, victories, manifestations,
joy unspeakable, love, anticipation of good and mass uncertainty.

How can you can live all of those
things and still maintain your sanity? I
still do not have a “teachable moment”
answer for anyone, but I can share a
few things that have been my saving
grace over the past four years.
Four years can go by quickly. Don’t
wait for time because it does not wait for
you (while you knew that already, I bet
2020 made that statement more relevant;
it did for me). Twenty-twenty. I am
so exhausted with seeing this number
numerically. It opened my awareness
to the “gift” that is living, being, and
not giving a s#%t about perfection and
shooting my best shot.
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My life is full and continues
to be challenged every day,
pushing me to become more
aware, expand, and to give
of myself professionally
and personally.
To do everything that I have
imagined I could do in fear, without fear,
right next to fear, F%#k fear! Stepping
up and out no matter what, taking the
big risks, believing that I am potential
itself, I am enough, and as my dear
friend Charlotte Barnard says, “I am
brilliant.” Why did it take me so long to
feel comfortable saying that about myself
and embracing the authenticity of others
saying it about me? I don’t know. But I
am clear now.

Photography by Sheenica Smiley

Monique LaRue
Publisher of ENBIZ Magazine
Marketer, Relationship Manager,
and Conscious Connector.
Author of a new book:
“Baby, Your Gift Will Make
Room For You & the Creator of
The Mindful Connector MethodTM”
www.moniquelarue.com

It is okay to cry, release and,
most importantly, breathe. “It ain’t
over until it’s over.” The only one
who can say it’s over is me. In the
last four years, I have done so many
truly amazing feats. I became the
full-time caregiver for my mom, who
is living with dementia. I founded a
new company to honor her and find
a solution to the dementia dressing
dilemma (Indigo Wears LLC, Love
& Dignity Embodied—adaptive
apparel for people living with
dementia). Wait for that one. I founded
a community for Black Customer
Success Professionals—a safe platform/
place for them to have open
dialogue, learn strategies
for leveling up their CS
leadership skills in the tech
and SaaS field. I founded
ENBIZ Magazine—a micro,
solo and small business
custom publication I hope
becomes your go-to). And I
independently published a
book, “Baby, Your Gift will
make Room for You: How
My Knack for Cultivating
Critical Connections
Transformed My Life,
Business, and Career.”
My saving grace was
that I had too much in me to get out.
And if my life was going to mean
anything to God and myself, I was going
to have to step out on that water and
walk. My life is full and continues to
be challenged every day, pushing me to
become more aware, expand, and to give
of myself professionally and personally.
I hope you embrace the fullness you
may be experiencing. Look at it with a
new perspective and do your thing. The
universe awaits.

Are you ready to overcome scarcity,
experience true prosperity,
and create the life you really want?
THE MINDFUL MILLIONAIRE WILL HELP YOU DO JUST THAT.

Leisa has a
truly unique
gift and has
designed a
path that will
transform your
relationship
with money.
– Grant Sabatier, author of Financial Freedom and
creator of Millennial Money

»
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LEADERSHIP

This is Why Greater Wealth Works
Here are some key things you need
to consider when you want to
accumulate wealth:

WORK IS NECESSARY
Use your time, talent, genius and energy
to create. Put in the sweat equity to
acquire things that have value. No one
gets without giving first.

DON’T BORROW
WITHOUT LEVERAGE
Use money to expand your reach,
abilities or impact. You should not be
in a place of deficit in order to leverage
effectively; otherwise you can become
indebted to the lender.

NOT ALL ENDOWED
TALENTS OR GIFTS
WILL MAKE YOU RICH
There should be alignment with a purpose
and a need for what you have to offer.
If you need more skills, acquire them. If
you need a change of pace, change your
environment. You can lose value if you
are in the wrong environment.

CHECK YOUR EGO
Don’t compare yourself or use others as
your measure. Focus instead on being
great at what you do.
Greater wealth is achieved when
you have alignment with your value and
purpose. If you are starting a business,
you must have an end goal of a profitable
business that is truly an asset. If you do
not know your net worth, set a goal. Do
not owe more than you own. If you do
not have good health or time to enjoy
your life, make that a priority.
Wealth is not just money—it is your
quality of life and peace of mind. Let’s go
get greater wealth.

Rachel Davis is CEO and Executive Director of the award-winning microenterprise development organization, EDGE (Empowering and Developing Entrepreneurs for
Greater Success). www.theedgegeorgia.org
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W

ealth is not just the accumulation of riches. It is the ability to have legacy
and impact, even if it is just the next generation. Each of us want to be
comfortable and have peace of mind. But what that looks like is different
from person to person.
We all face challenging circumstances. Hard times happen
to each of us at some point. No one is immune. If wealth is
peace of mind, what we are pursuing is our own peace, not
riches. Before we pursue the accumulation of assets and riches,
we need to create in our mind the picture of our perfect peace.
The dollar amount is not our measure. We start with the legacy
we want to leave.
It can be as simple as not leaving debt or expenses for your
loved ones when you are gone. It can be creating a business that
BY RACHEL
creates well-paying jobs for a community where residents are
DAVIS
unemployed or underemployed.
It can be giving of your time or your skill to impact
others, and you are rewarded for that gift by being paid well.
It can be using leverage (other people’s money) to acquire an asset of value or
creation of a valuable commodity. You can accumulate wealth by creating a business
of value, eliminating your debt, acquiring valuable marketplace skills, acquiring
appreciable assets.

KNOW YOUR WORTH

THE INTENTION PLANNER
A Daily Planner & Accountability System
for Purpose-Driven High Achievers

☑Map out your life plan quarter-by-quarter
☑ Identify your top personal and professional priorities
☑ Create a focused weekly and daily plan
☑ Track your goal achievement
☑ Stay accountable to your plan
☑ Capture your wins

Grab your copy at
mindfultechie.com/planner

HEALTH

What is Enough?
Why being ‘rich’ won’t make you happy

W

hat is success? For many, it is all about money,
credentials and appearances. But are these things
enough to live a fulfilled life? Is there more out there?
There is nothing wrong with seeking success. You want
it in life and business. But because you move through life on
autopilot without a clear vision for what success is, you may be
wasting valuable time being busy without a clear end in mind.
Yes, you may be busy. Your inbox is overflowing. Your
calendar is packed with meetings. But being busy does not mean
you are being productive or creating value. Without a clear
vision, you may spend a lifetime chasing superficial symbols that
never satisfy you.
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BY MEICO
WHITLOCK

Research shows those who seek
money and status as the primary markers
of wealth rarely are content with their lives.
In fact, Bonnie Ware, palliative care nurse
and author of “The Top Five Regrets of
the Dying,” says that spending too much
time chasing external success ranks as
one of the top regrets of the dying.
Living a wealthy and fulfilled life
requires you to expand your definition
of success and get clear about what is

enough. You can start by answering
these questions:
> At the end of my life, what will be
your lasting impact and legacy for
those you leave behind?
> How much money do you desire to
create your legacy?
> How and by when will you make
it happen?
Your responses help expand
your understanding of wealth beyond
financial riches. The truth is that each
of us experiences lasting wealth in all

Research
shows those
who seek
money and
status as
the primary
markers of
wealth rarely
are content
with their lives.

areas of our life when we marry our financial goals with a life
purpose grounded in being of service to others.
Building wealth this way also allows you to focus on the
things that propel your life and businesses to the next level.
You can move away from spending your days distracted by too
many things on your plate, constantly putting out fires or never
having enough time to get anything done. You can live a life of
joy instead of regret because you are confident in what you are
doing, why you are doing it and how.
What is enough for you? What is your definition of
success? Drop me a line at meico@mindfultechie.com. I’d love
to hear from you!
Sign-up to receive email updates from Meico by texting
liveonpurpose to 345345.

Meico Marquette Whitlock liberates changemakers from work-life imbalance and technology overload through speaking, training and coaching. Meico is the
founder and CEO of Mindful Techie, creator of the Intention Planner and a trained mindfulness facilitator. He facilitates transformative experiences that foster wellbeing in a hyperconnected and distracted world, and has worked with organizations such as Cigna, Greenpeace and the World Wildlife Fund. He has been a featured
speaker on ABC News, Fox 5, Radio One and on the main stage at events such as the Nonprofit Technology Conference.
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Covid-19, a time to revisit
and revise your business
financial plan

M

any small businesses are bearing the largest economic impact of COVID-19.
Given the current uncertain times and the changing marketplace, they are
staring down frantic consumer behavior and service delivery. This makes
the financial management of your business as crucial as ever.
To remain relevant, survive and thrive, use this time to revisit and revise your
Business Model and Action Plan.
First of all, as a business owner, make sure you have a documented plan that
includes marketing, service delivery, customer engagement, a financial plan and
a long-term outlook. If this model was developed prior to
COVID-19, it is time to revisit. Your model should focus on the
financial management of your business and its outlook.
Restructuring your current budget may go a long way in
repositioning your business during the crisis. You will have
to review areas like staffing, rent, marketing and operations.
Where can you refocus dollars into activities that are more
productive today? Also, do not forget to negotiate with vendors,
suppliers and your landlord. Many companies have resources in
place to retain their clients.
BY LISA
Another area to monitor closely is changes in consumer
LADAY-DAVIS
behavior. Consider how you can respond to these changes.

You may restructure your service or
product delivery to be more reflective of
the current virtual environment, which
includes working and shopping from
home, and take-out.
Look at what others in and outside
your industry are doing to position
themselves. How are they finding more
effective ways to market or engage
customers who are a more efficient use
of the operational dollars? Being mobile
in your model and efficient with your
dollars will help move your business
from surviving to thriving.
Another key area to ensure you
are managing your business finances
is software. Budgeting and financial
planning helps create the clarity you need
to make key decisions in uncertain times.
Your financial plan should include an
Income and Expense Budget, Cash Flow
Projection and Projected Balance Sheet.
Review these documents regularly to
determine cash flow needs, debt plan and
the investment back into your business.
If your business has structured debt,
consider refinancing while interest rates
are at historic lows. Take advantage of
COVID-19 resources available to small
businesses like SBA funds, disaster
loans or grants to assist with operational
cash flow. Make sure to check weekly
for available federal, state and local
government and private grants, funds or
resources. There are many initiatives in
place and others being created to help
small businesses.
All in all, do not forget to plan for
the long-term. Utilize available financial
resources, assistance programs, and
your network of trusted consultants and
advisors. Now is the time to make key
decisions that will have a long-term impact
on the success of your business. You want
to do this with the best information and
team available. Your advisors may include
paid consultants or family and friends
with specialized skills or insight.
Make them part of your team.
When it comes to your business, protect
what matters most, the continuation and
survival of your source of income and
wealth building.

Lisa Laday-Davis, principal of Kennesaw CPA, has been a Certified Public Accountant since 1999. She specializes in accounting, tax, insurance and small-to medium-size
business management. Her career has spanned the audit, tax and risk management sectors for businesses, public entities and nonprofits.
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How Micro Business Owners
Create Wealth

D

o you cringe when you think about the gap between the
money in your bank and the wealth you desire? Are you
frustrated because you know you have been working
hard, but do not have the receipts to show for it? You
have an opportunity to transform your goals into reality through
your micro business. Here are three tips to get you started:

TIP NO. 1: WEALTH STARTS IN YOUR MIND FIRST

BY MALLA

You probaby have heard stories of people who saved large sums
HARIDAT
of money, yet had modest salaries. You just assumed they were
some miserly unicorn who could live off ramen noodles for
years. Don’t be fooled. The average micro business owner can duplicate this idea. Start
by embracing the idea that wealth is a possibility and take action to back it up. It will
take a long-term commitment, but it starts by making the decision you can do it.
The key is consistency. Start with a small percentage from each check you receive.
So, if you choose 1%, you’ll save $10 from every $1,000 you earn. Ignore doubt and
believe. Then back up your belief with actions.

TIP NO. 2: COMMIT TO LEARNING ABOUT MONEY IN YOUR BUSINESS
When I first started my company, I was worried about taxes and cash flow. I did
not grow up in a family of entrepreneurs and wealth— I had a seed for the love of
learning. I read magazines, attended events and surrounded myself with people who
talked about generating wealth through their businesses. While I was not able to test
many of these strategies at first, I kept
the focus on learning.
The first time my accountant
recommended opening a SEP IRA, I
was ready. I did not have the cash, but
I understood the importance, which
made it easier to find the money. Far too
often, people dismiss the learning part
because they think they will do it when
they have money. I challenge you to start
“before” you bring in the large sums.

solution they have been searching for.
Do not miss the power of this concept.
You can use this in your business to
retain customers, too.
For example, I enjoy shopping
from Poshmark. There are sellers who
wrap my items like a special gift and
send thank you notes. I often tag their
store and am a repeat customer. That
is practicing gratitude in your business.
The entrepreneurs who are grateful make
it easier for me to return and purchase.
I am sure their businesses grow in the
long-term by having this mindset.
Those who view me simply by the
money I spend are ones I most likely will
not visit again. I have seen this practice
work in my own business. Simple things
like sending thank you notes matter to
clients. They are two times more likely
to return and buy again, which leads to
more opportunities to earn and build
more wealth.
I hope these ideas give you a place to
start your wealth-building business journey.

TIP NO. 3: PRACTICE
GRATITUDE DAILY
Every check that comes into my business
is a blessing. Why? Because someone
believes my business provides the
Malla Haridat is an entrepreneurship coach/strategist. As the founder and CEO of New Designs for Life, Malla is a nationally recognized expert in the specialized field
of entrepreneurship education and has trained over 7,000 students. She has traveled extensively throughout the United States working in partnership with companies
developing creative solutions for entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs. Her company was awarded the New York City Small Business Award of the Year and Merit Award from
Bronx Borough President’s office. She has been featured in media including The New York Times, Black Enterprise, Inc, Fox Small Business, Huff Post and ABC.
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BY MICHAEL J. PALLERINO

Titus
Unlimited
On Failing Forward, Fitness & Finance

T

he memory still shakes him.
Jean Titus was 11 years old,
sound asleep, when gunmen
burst into his family’s home.

It was Liberia. 1980. A country at war.
As the gunmen wrestled the family into
the living room, the frantic tones in their
voices were proof that this was not a
dream. Titus felt the end was near.
Next, one of the soldiers grabbed a framed photo off a
bookcase and stuck it in his mother’s face. “Who is this?” the
soldier screamed. “Do you know this man?”
His mother answered that it was her husband, who was
away on business in London. After telling him to take whatever
they wanted and to spare her children, the soldier yelled for
everyone to stop.
Several years earlier, the soldier took his son, suffering
from cholera, to a clinic in town. As the bacterial disease,
usually spread through contaminated water, sickened the boy,
the doctor tended to his needs. When he was done, the doctor
told the man he did not have to pay. “I am a doctor. You are a
soldier. I have done my job, go do yours.”
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It was a night and lesson that Jean Titus can never forget.
His father, the doctor, was a beacon of hope and inspiration to
everyone he met, saving his family’s life that night because of a
selfless act he made years before.
Today, Titus leads with the purpose and passion his father
taught him. The lessons of integrity, hard work, character,
strong sense of self and health are the ones he administers daily
in every pursuit. These days, he is many things. Life coach.
Financial advisor. Certified Personal Trainer and Certified
Exercise Nutritionist. Social media maven.
In a time when people everywhere are searching for
answers, ENBIZ sat down with him to get his thoughts on why
the road to financial freedom runs through many valleys of ups
and downs, and how you can make that journey.

WHO IS JEAN TITUS?
I’m a regular guy who found myself in a position to fail
forward. There has been a lot of diversity, going from finance,
to investor, to real estate and then the social media world. I’ve
never shied away from a challenge. I let my curiosities take
me where they did and was never afraid to see where those
places were. My interest in finance took me to the broker
world. I did that for awhile and was successful. But it didn’t
bring me the level of happiness I wanted. What I wanted was
to make a difference—to help people. I didn’t have that level
of satisfaction in the broker world. So it put me on the path to
other things. How could I use my skills and talents?

PEOPLE LIKE TO USE THE
TERM SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR.
IS THAT A PHRASE THAT
CAPTURES YOUR ATTENTION?

If you are
not failing at
something,
it means you
haven’t tried
anything
new. You
have to
make
mistakes.

That’s an interesting profile. I’m not
afraid to explore and expand myself,
so if I find something that interests me,
I pursue it. But when I think of serial
entrepreneurs, I think of people who
don’t know what they want. I realize
that I’m capable of a lot of different
things, so that’s why I pursue different
challenges, different opportunities. I
don’t like to be painted into a box.
I have tried to use all of the things
I’ve learned to be more successful in
my next stop. My financial and broker
experiences led me to be successful in
social media. You continue to work, to
build contacts.
In the financial world, you make
400 phone calls a day and you might
get to talk to 50 people. Of those 50,
you might have 20 conversations.
From those conversations, you might
get five people to engage. One may do
business with you. You build things
methodically. In whatever you do, it all
comes down to process.

IS IT FAIR TO SAY THE
PROCESS COMES WITH
ITS SHARE OF LESSONS?
Yes. When you do something, you want
to be successful. You want to win.
In the financial world, there is more
rejection than there is success. But
if you are not failing at something, it
means you haven’t tried anything new.
You have to make mistakes. Success is
not about ego.
That’s why a lot of people aren’t
successful. They let go of the process
right away. You have to be willing to be
wrong—willing to fail.

WHEN DID YOU FIRST
START TO LEARN THIS?
When you first start out in the
professional world—when you come
face to face with all of the different
things you’re going to face. If you fail,
you hopefully get stronger. Every parent,
every coach, every teacher tells us this
over and over. But it doesn’t sink in
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until it headbutts you. That’s when you
know you can either do it or can’t. I got
used to it.

TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT
YOUR MANTRA, “WE RISE
BY LIFTING OTHERS.”
The premise is very simple, especially
today. Success is not just about you.
Too many people think that. They make
everything about them. They equate
success with money. Life is about more
than money. I learned that from my
father. He was a doctor—a very good
person. He gave way more than he ever
had. He enriched the people around him.
I always say that I had the pleasure
to watch my father die. I watched all
those people he touched come to pay
their respects to him in his final days.
Not one of them mentioned money. His
house. His cars. They talked about the
way he treated them.
My father taught me the
importance of growing the people in
the spaces around you. That’s the true
determination of your success. I try not
to place an excessive amount of value
of monetary things. The only way you
can increase your value is by making the
people around you better.
These are the ones who will add
value to your life. Everybody’s worth
something—and it’s not what they might
give you directly.
You create ripples wherever you go.
I live by this.

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST
TAKEAWAY FROM WHAT’S
HAPPENING TODAY?
There is a huge disparity between the
haves and the have-nots. We know this.
So you have to be ready. Do you have
enough money for a rainy day? None
of us has a crystal ball, so when the
rain comes as hard as it is coming now,
where are you? I always tell people to
save as much as they can and stop buying
things they don’t need. You don’t have
to impress people. Once you take that
inventory, it will start to make sense.
How does what you have make
you better? The more you can qualify
this in your financial world, the better

you will be. But you also have to look at
your health. That’s the most important
asset you have. You can have all the
money in the world, but your health
has to be right.

BREAK DOWN THE FIVE TYPES
OF WEALTH WE ALL NEED.
There is financial wealth. That is
giving yourself the security and
stability you need to live a good life.
It is followed by social wealth—have
good people around you who are
driven by the same things that drive
you. Next is integrity. Be a person
of strong moral standing, ethical
principles and values. Then there
is spiritual wealth—have peace of
mind and the right mindset. Last is
physical wealth—your health. Take
care of yourself and give yourself the
opportunity to live every day.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST
OBSTACLE SMALL BUSINESS
ENTREPRENEURS FACE TODAY?
One of them is being prepared for a
rainy day. They get too bogged down

trying to get their feet on the ground
that they lose sight of everything else.
People get distracted by how much
money they need to make. But what are
your intentions? What are your motives?
What drives you? The key to charging
ahead is to keep learning. Educate
yourself at every turn. There are no
shortcuts when it comes to that.

WHAT IS THE KEY
EVERY ENTREPRENEUR
SHOULD EMBRACE?
Balance. Physical and emotional balance.
You cannot be one dimensional or two
dimensional. You have to be multifaceted
in all areas of your life. If you are not
growing, you are dying.

Titus Unlimited
> https://titusunlimited.com
> https://www.linkedin.com/in/jean-titus91954a141/

> https://www.instagram.com/titusunlimited
> https://www.facebook.com/TitusUnlimited
> https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCB02YrIFWLoye_9eu1hO0Ng/videos
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MONEY MINDSETS
KEEPING YOU BROKE

E
BY LEISA
PETERSON
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ver wonder if you have some limiting beliefs from childhood that are holding you back? Do you ever
feel like you self-sabotage around money? Whether you have mountains of debt or you want to take
your finances to the elusive next level, I want to discuss the seven money beliefs that could be keeping
you broke.

If you are like most people, you probably did
not learn much about a money mindset growing
up. I certainly did not. Yet, aligning your money
mindset with what you most want has the potential
to change your life in significant ways.
When people are worried about paying rent,
putting food on the table, having a reliable car or
making sure COVID-19 does not destroy their
finances, it becomes tough to focus on anything else.
Having money allows you to become more
engaged, more empowered and makes life more
enjoyable. This is why I am so focused on helping
people bust out of their limiting money beliefs.
When someone reaches money mastery, put
simply, everything improves. Not just one thing,
E>V>E>R>Y>T>H>I>N>G. Why? Because
when you change the beliefs that are limiting you

FALL 2020 | ENBIZ MAGAZINE

and turn them into supportive beliefs, you become
truly empowered to get back on track financially so
you can start building wealth.
Take a moment to ask yourself the following
three questions:
1. Money for me means?
2. Money makes me feel?
3. Money makes me want to do?
Think about your answers while you review
some common limiting beliefs. See if you find
yourself in any of them. The examples below
provide the belief, the story behind it, some
ideas to shift your bias and what you can put
in its place.
“I don’t make enough money to become wealthy.”

NO. 1 — THE ISSUE

NO. 2 — THE ISSUE

This is a root chakra scarcity belief that
tells you no matter what you do, you
are not going to get rich or become a
millionaire because of how little you make.
When a person thinks this way, just
like all the limiting beliefs listed below, you
are subconsciously going to do whatever
you can to prove this is true. In this case,
you believe it is impossible and therefore
you do not even try to achieve it. It
remains outside of possibility, end of story.

This is a sacral chakra scarcity belief that tells you no matter
how much money you earn, you are terrible at taking care of
money. In this case, why bother trying to save money, because
even if you do, you will either blow it or an emergency will pop
up that forces you to spend it all.
When you think you are not able to maximize the
money that flows into your life, it becomes difficult to save
and accumulate lots of it. Further, the more you try to avoid
thinking about it, the less you try to find a solution to your
challenges, including paying off debt. Part of the reason you
might try to avoid focusing on money is that it brings up
feelings of guilt and possibly even shame.

THE SHIFT
There are countless stories or situations
where people who did not earn
extraordinary amounts of money have
been able to amass great fortunes. How
much you make, surprisingly to most, is
not as important as what you keep and
what you invest it in.
We can look at stories about people
like Theodore Johnson who was reared in a
middle-class home, worked his way up to a
VP at UPS and retired in 1952. At the time,
he had not earned more than $14,000 a
year. Theodore saved as much as he could
and invested it in UPS stock that was
worth about $700,000 upon retirement.
Making the choice to invest in his
company’s stock led him to amass a net
worth of $70 million by the time a New
York Times article was written about
him in 1991. While $14,000 would have
been equivalent to more than $100,000
today, he was able to save diligently and
eventually become extremely wealthy
through saving much of what he earned.
Of course there was risk in his
approach of putting all his savings in one
company, but that is not really the point.
This example is just one of many that can
be used to gain strength and hope beyond
what you may have thought possible.

THE MANTRA
Instead of believing that you do not
make enough to become wealthy, a
new root chakra belief mantra could
be, “I maximize my resources to the
fullest extent possible making wealth
completely within my reach.”
“Eat a dollar, poop a penny”,
otherwise known as “I’m not good
with money.”

Having
money
allows you
to become
more
engaged,
more
empowered
and makes
life more
enjoyable.
This is why
I am so
focused
on helping
people bust
out of their
limiting
money
beliefs.

THE SHIFT
There are many reasons people may feel like they are not good
with money, but in reality, managing money is quite simple
and straightforward. The most common challenge is that we
have all been taught how to be good consumers who spend
without fully understanding the trade-offs involved in our
spending behavior.
We constantly are shown all the things our money can
buy through advertisements and sales pitches without being
taught how to become an investor. As long as you are more of a
consumer than investor, you likely will feel you are not all that
great with money.
Becoming an investor is a huge step in a person’s life
because now you pay attention to where your money goes
and whether or not you are getting a sufficient return on your
investments. From then on, you realize how much power you
have to grow your money rather than spend it.
Now, instead of worrying about your money spending
problems, you get to focus your attention on paying off debt,
saving and investing, which evidences areas of your life that
you have considerably more control over.

THE MANTRA
“Having more money means I have more choices and more
freedom to create.”
“Rich people are greedy.”

NO. 3 — THE ISSUE
This is a solar plexus chakra scarcity belief that tells you rich
people are bad and they must have done horrible things to
acquire their wealth. When we feel this way about money
and those who make a lot of it, we assume things we have no
idea about and demonize those who have it. That means we
must work hard to avoid becoming rich ourselves or else, God
forbid, we might become just like them.
When you think rich people are bad, there is a good chance
that this belief system actually is preventing you from acquiring
wealth out of fear of not ever wanting to be like those “greedy
rich people.”
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THE SHIFT

great empowerment that comes as a result
of creating value in the world way beyond
any money you are given by others.
There is a good chance that when
we take our final breath, we will
measure the meaning and success of our
life according to the value we created
for the people we love the most. Money
will not matter as much as the value
we create during our lifetime. Learning
how to create value is a wonderful skill
and talent that we negate when we rely
on others to take care of our money
problems and challenges.

According to the “2018 U.S. Trust Study of High Net-Worth
Philanthropy,” the overwhelming majority of American high
net-worth households make charitable donations. In 2017,
90% of this group gave to charity, compared to 56% of the
general US population. On average, high net-worth donors gave
$29,269 to charity in 2017, up by 15% from $25,509 in 2015.
By comparison, households in the general population gave
an average of $2,514, comparable to the $2,520 reported in
2016. In the “High Net-Worth Study,” charitable giving was
practiced somewhat more frequently by women, at 93%, and in
African-American households, at 92%.
While there are many examples of the generosity of
wealthy households, what is harder to track and think about
is how hard many people have worked to acquire their wealth
and the risks they are taking on a regular basis to start and
maintain businesses that employ people. When we have a belief
about a certain population behaving in a negative way and hold
it tightly to our chest, we leave out all the positivity and only
focus on the negative.
I think Thomas Edison said it best, “Success is the product
of the severest kind of mental and physical application.”
Honoring that process is what helps us to not only create it but
also hold onto it for ourselves and our families.

THE MANTRA
“The more I stay in my own lane and focus on earning and
becoming a good steward of my money, the more money flows
into my life.”
“Someone else should do this for me”, or “My husband,
parents, grandparents, (fill in the blank) should save me.”

NO. 4 — THE ISSUE
This is a heart chakra scarcity belief that tells you that since
you do not feel like you are able to achieve wealth on your own,
you are going to wait for someone else to save you and fix all of
your financial problems.
When you feel this way, there is an underlying belief that
you are not able to take care of yourself and you have to wait
for someone else to help you do it.

THE SHIFT
When you make money, it is as a result of the value you are
creating for your employer and/or customers. If you want to
earn a million dollars, you have to create value of at least a
million dollars. When we wait for a windfall or for someone
else to take care of us, we are putting our reliance on other
people rather than ourselves.
Money is an exchange of value for value, which is how the
natural order is maintained throughout the universe. The value of
things is always present and money was created by human beings
to easily engage in exchange. Most people create wealth as a result
of value creation while some, of course, may inherit it. Yet there is
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THE MANTRA
“The more value I create, the more
money I will earn, save and invest.”
“Everyone’s got their hands in my pocket.”

NO. 5 — THE ISSUE

There are
many
reasons
people might
feel like they
are not good
with money,
but in reality,
managing
money is
quite simple
and straightforward.

This is a throat chakra scarcity belief
that tells you that everyone is trying to
take advantage of you. The underlying
belief has to do with not trusting others
and likely not trusting yourself when it
comes to money. The dominant thought
is that others are taking advantage of
you in various situations, and therefore
you cannot trust them to have your best
interests at heart.

THE SHIFT
Many of us have been conditioned and
programmed to behave in a compliant and
people-pleasing way. These patterns can
be difficult to unlearn because we are used
to receiving approval and when we decide
to speak out about what we want, we fear
losing others’ approval. Family can be some
of the hardest people to speak out toward
because they prefer you to be the peacekeeper and not the one who sets strong
boundaries around your needs and wants.
I recently went through a situation
where I had to relive this lesson (yet
again). As a recovering people pleaser,
I found myself trying to help someone
who also was dealing with this belief.
When two people are both exploring a
similar underlying belief, it typically does
not work out so well in the end. I knew
it was not in my best interest to appease

requests that were coming through and
yet I found myself doing it anyway.
In the end, the relationship suffered
because when I realized what was
happening and took a step back to set
better boundaries for myself, it was
upsetting to the other person. That
said, there will be times when our own
degrees of fairness are not in alignment
with another person’s and when that
difference comes to the surface, there
is nothing wrong with parting ways.
In reality, this can become a beautiful
lesson for all parties involved.
When we hold onto a belief about
people taking advantage of us, we
continue to be the martyr, which is a form
of scarcity that keeps us stuck inside of
the pattern of seeking approval at all costs.
We are the only ones who can break this
cycle for ourselves but when we do, our
life will never look the same again.

THE MANTRA
“When I set boundaries for myself and
how I want others to treat me, I create
wealth and prosperity in limitless ways.”
“I’m not smart/talented/intuitive/
lucky enough to build wealth for myself.”

NO. 6 — THE ISSUE
This is a third eye/brow chakra scarcity
belief that tells you that you aren’t good
enough (in one way or another) to
create wealth for yourself.

THE SHIFT
When we live our lives feeling like we
are not measuring up to others, we live
in a fog of scarcity that consumes our
attention. Instead of trying to measure
up to others, you will want to focus on
being and doing you. Comparison to
anyone other than yourself is dangerous
because we all have different talents and
strengths and it is impossible to keep score.
Realizing your own “enoughness” starts
and ends with you; you have to make that
choice and no one can do it for you.
I wrote “The Mindful Millionaire”
to help people dive into all the ways
we are shortchanging ourselves so
that it becomes impossible to think
about anything other than your own

up the responsibility of taking care
of themselves financially. I have seen
far too many spiritual people living in
severe financial distress who have to
create GoFundMe accounts just to pay
their most basic expenses. While this
could happen to anyone in severe cases,
it will not feel good to have to beg for
money on a regular basis.

THE SHIFT

“If I am a good person, the Universe/
God/my guides will take care of
everything.”

Taking a stance for sovereignty means
having the full right and power to
govern yourself without any interference
from outside sources. How we go about
integrating our connection to divinity as
part of the human experience and selfgovernance requires that we take full
advantage of all that we have to work with.
If we were to keep things very
simple, we can think about the
importance of ensuring we have food
to eat, clothes to wear and a roof over
our head and that this is part of what
our human body is here to help us with.
When we act as if we do not have these
faculties, it is like we are ignoring parts
of ourselves that can be considered Godgiven. When we contemplate this deeply,
it becomes clear how wealth comes from
utilizing all aspects of our body, mind
and spirit.

NO 7 — THE ISSUE

THE MANTRA

This is a crown chakra scarcity belief that
tells you that everything is energy, and
therefore your financial success is going
to magically happen on its own time.
Heck, I love all things, woo, but I
just have to get real here and explain
how this belief can have damaging
effects that cause spiritual people to not
only be broke but stay broke.
There are so many beautiful
aspects to spiritual awakening and
self-realization, but one thing that
can happen to spiritual people is that
somewhere along the way they give

“I follow my heart and solve problems
for others and create great wealth in
the world.”

perfection, beauty and wonderfulness.
You are the only person alive who has
primary custody of your “enoughness.”
This can be a big leap but I know you
can do it.

THE MANTRA
“I am enough and money is a wonderful
resource that allows me to reveal
‘enoughness’ in all that I am and do.”

When you change your mindset,
you change everything. You change
your biochemistry, your strategies, your
thoughts, your feelings and your stories.
You restore your energy and regain
confidence in your own readiness to face
all that life brings. This is what allows
you to build wealth for yourself.
And Mark Twain said it best, “The
secret to getting ahead is getting started.”

The concepts explored in this article are featured in the new book, “The Mindful Millionaire.”
If you were inspired by reading this, reading the book would be a great next step.
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BY MICHELLE SAMPLIN-SALGADO

Reconnect with Your Inner Creative

W

hat if I said you were creative? Yes, you. As a visual designer and a proud,
self-proclaimed “creative," clients and friends often tell me they just
are not creative. I do not believe that for a minute. Everyone is creative.
Literally. Everyone.

Michelle Samplin-Salgado

Rather than
focusing on
the bigger
task, start with
something
you can
tackle now.
I was an adjunct professor at
Tufts Medical School for six years,
where I taught the course, “Design and
Technology for Public Health." During
class introductions, I would ask my
students to describe the last thing they
created. Not surprisingly, everyone
created something. Some said they
made dinner last night, while others
mentioned a report or assignment.
What I noticed was how much they
lit up when they talked about what they
had created. There was a sense of pride—a
sense of accomplishment. We did not
judge or criticize. We acknowledged and
celebrated the creation. That set the tone
for the rest of the semester.

Now you try it. What did you create
today? Did you prepare or order a meal?
Make a list of things to do? Create a
schedule? Write an email? Selected an
outfit? Each of these are creations. They
did not exist. You thought of them.
Too often, we consider people
as creatives or not. We have rigid
definitions of what is or is not creative.
Often it has to do with some sort of
artistic ability. Someone is “creative” if
they paint, draw, write or sculpt. And
while that is certainly one manifestation
of creativity, I would like to argue that
navigating our day-to-day lives takes a
great deal of creativity. The more we
embrace this idea, the more we embrace

the role of creativity and accept our
inner creative. This will help bring
creative attributes to our work and
relationships, how we deal with conflict,
and we approach opportunities.
In their book, “Creative
Confidence,” Tom and David Kelly
define creativity as “the natural ability
to come up with new ideas and the
courage to try them out.” Courage to get
past our fears of the messy unknown,
of judgment, of making a mistake, and
(gulp) fear of losing control.
Here are some tips to help you rediscover
and embrace your inner creative:
Resist judgment and seek alternatives:
When you are providing feedback to a
friend, colleague or yourself, try Pixar’s
“plussing” approach. This involves
taking what is offered and suggesting
ways to build on it, rather than pointing
out the faults and tearing it down. “Yes,
but…” becomes, “Yes, and…” “That
won’t work…” becomes “What if…”
Take the first step: We often approach a
creative task with the end in mind. The
blank screen or empty whiteboard can
feel intimidating, overwhelming. Rather
than focusing on the bigger task, start
with something you can tackle now.
Release control: Having creative
confidence does not mean every idea or
creation is a good one. It means having
the humility to accept that not all ideas
will work or perhaps someone else
may have one that works better. Seek
different perspectives and alternatives.
If you have thought to yourself
you are just not creative, I challenge
you to get out of your comfort zone and
reconnect with your creative self. Trust
me, it is in there.

Michelle Samplin-Salgado is a Miami Beach graphic designer and creative director who supports mission-driven organizations and small businesses. She is founder
and owner of Red Sofa Designs (www.redsofadesigns.com).
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How to Turn Your
Cash-Eating Monster into a
Money-Making Machine

H

ave you ever noticed when you have a project that costs,
say, $1,000, it will take $1,000 to finish the project? But
if the same project were to cost $10,000, it would take
$10,000 to finish it?
Profit First takes the concept of creatively maximizing less
by flipping the Sales – Expenses = Profit formula on its head.
Instead of you and your business surviving check to check, you
pay yourself first and the bills last using the Sales – Profit =
Expenses philosophy.
Think about it like this: Say your business is like a tube
of toothpaste and the toothpaste is your money. When you get
that new tube, you are not thinking about the toothpaste ever
running out. You must ration it once it gets close to the end, right?

BY JILLIAN
VERDUN

Then, when it gets close to the end,
you start paying attention. You start
getting creative with ways to do more
with less. You roll the tube up from the
bottom and squeeze the top until every
last bit is out.
Even when you know you have
twisted and squeezed all you can, you
squeeze and roll, and roll and squeeze
until you reluctantly concede there is no
more left.
Next, you get creative. You check in
your travel case to see if there is any left
from your last vacation 8.63 years ago.
There has to be a tube that fell behind
the towels in the closet.
Isn't that how we are with our
finances? Once we get that check after
moving money, selling stocks and
donating plasma just to eat, we go right
back to acting like the “toothpaste”
won’t run out.
With Profit First, you pay yourself
a predetermined percentage of your
income before you pay any expenses.
That way, at the end of each month, you
can look forward to having a stress-free
toothbrushing experience, rather than
dreading the “tube workout.”
The Profit First Method has
been transforming businesses from
cash-eating monsters into moneymaking machines since 2014. Mike
Michalowicsz, owner of two multimillion dollar companies, created the
process to eradicate his own personal
financial struggles. The former small
business columnist for The Wall
Street Journal and business makeover
specialist for MSNBC wrote the book
to help others learn from his failures
and success.
As a Certified Profit First Specialist,
I have honed the mindset, skills and
tools to help you take your profits and
finances from where they are to where
you want them to be. Together, we
will take the fear and stress out of your
business and replace them with freedom
and success.
It is time your finances start working
for you rather than you working for them.

Jilian Verdun, a Certified Profit First Specialist, is CEO of JMV Financial Services. In addition to her flair for finance, Jillian has extensive background and expertise
in bookkeeping, tax preparation, Profit First and QuickBooks, as well as a wide array of specific financial services to assist s-corporations, non-profits and start-up
businesses alike. www.jmwfinancialservices.com.
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Lessons in Resiliency
How The Hat Shop is surviving (and thriving) in today's pandemic-laced landscape

T

Photography by Robert A.B. Sawyer

he dot.com bubble. 9/11.
The 2007-2008 financial
crisis. For the past 25
years, Linda Pagan has
weathered many economic
challenges. And then it happened
again. Along with her fellow
merchants in New York’s Soho
district, the owner of The Hat
Shop shuttered her shop on
March 16 when the pandemic
forced the city’s businesses to
close down.
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Like the previous crises that hit
hard and with limited warning, there
is no crystal ball to know when or if
everything will come back around. The
vague, frequently shifting direction
from city, state and federal government
officials only make things worse. To say
it has left a financial and emotional scar
on everyone is putting it mildly. And yet,
the attributes that have helped Pagan
and The Hat Shop brand thrive in a city
where retail competition is blood sport
continue to carry her forward.
“For two weeks, we were just numb,”
she recalls from the chic 300-square-foot
space she occupies on Thompson Street.
And then repeat customers started
to call. Two stopped by and spoke with
her through the grate over the door. “You
know what I like and you know my hat
size—surprise me,” one of them said.
Pagan says you only get that type
of customer support when you build
relationships over time. In fact, she
estimates that out of all sales, two are
repeat customers and one is new. The
interest comes from word of mouth,
sightings on the street and a robust
Instagram account—a medium she calls a
savior in this pandemic-stricken landscape.
“Previously on posts, I never included
the price with the photo of a hat,” Pagan
says. “I thought it was gauche.”
But Pagan did not want to introduce
a shopping app, which takes a percentage
of sales. So, during the pandemic, she
has been posting the price of the hats
along with an emoji of a phone to prompt
viewers to call. She says the tactic helps
manage customer expectations and saves
embarrassment. Because The Hat Shop
does not advertise, it does not have an
e-commerce site.
“We use fountain pens here,”
Pagan muses.
The Hat Shop has a website. If
customers are interested in something,
they can write it down and submit it
online. “I don’t take payment online
because I want to talk to you and make
sure it’s what you want,” she says.
The Hat Shop’s 25 years of
continuous success is based on five
principles: a quality product, product
expertise, honesty, outstanding customer
service and a deep passion for hats.
Pagan devotes her time to making sure

each customer finds the perfect hat for
her face. “My theory is ‘build your base.'
I’m happy to sell a beret to someone
who’s never had a hat before for $48 and
have her work her way up than sell her
a very pricey hat off the bat.”

LOCATION. LOCATION.
LOCATION.
Ask Pagan one of the keys to her
success and like most retailers, location
is among the top reasons. When she
started looking for a storefront, she
serendipitously landed at a place just
around the corner from her apartment.
“I save a lot of time being so close,”
she says. “After public transportation was
scaled back, it was great to be able to roll
out of bed and be here in minutes.”

running a small business is a financial
roller coaster. Today, amid the frantic
race to survive in an environment that
can be lethal for a small business, she
has embraced her creative spirit. She
applied for and received SBA and
PPP loans.
And after trying her hand at
offering curbside service, a customer
pointed out the need for cloth masks.
Via Instagram, Pagan enlisted some of
her suppliers, who also needed work,
and began making and selling masks.
She sold 300 for $20 each. “That got us
out in front of customers again.”
The next thing she knew, bespoke
masks were everywhere, so she shifted
tactics. One of the shop's milliners
makes the mini-twist turban, which
is wired so that any woman can do a

The Hat Shop’s 25 years of continuous success
is based on five principles: a quality product,
product expertise, honesty, outstanding
customer service and a deep passion for hats.
While Thompson Street does not
see heavy foot traffic, it has anchors that
matter. An upscale Italian restaurant at
either end. A Peter Hermann next door,
which sells bespoke leather goods. And
there is Julie Testa and her exuberant
floral shop across the street. This
translates into a community with retail
neighbors, too. Each rely on What’s App
to keep in touch about mutual needs
and concerns, from someone running
out of shopping bags to warning about a
customer passing counterfeit $100 bills.
Even with everything going on, Pagan
still finds time to pay it forward. For example,
she serves as president of The Thorn
Tree Project (www.thorntreeproject.org),
a not-for-profit that raises money for
underfunded schools in Kenya.
Here is the thing Pagan wants you
to know. Pandemic or no pandemic,

head wrap. The turban became a stylish
solution for ladies who could not get
their hair cut or colored. The product
continues to sell well at $135.
As SoHo restaurants expand to
25% indoor dining, foot traffic on
her Soho block is returning. With the
mini surge, the foundations on which
The Hat Shop was created continue to
hold it up. Pagan also found customers
who want to talk on the phone now,
something the Amazons of the world
do not offer.
So, in a time when people are still
weary of jumping into social circles, the
more personalized the customer service,
the better—something that Linda Pagan
and The Hat Shop thrive on.
For more about The Hat Shop, visit
www.thehatshopnyc.com and on
Instagram @thehatshopnyc.
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BY ERIN IGLEHEART

Start:ME Up
Giving microbusinesses the start they need to succeed

W

e often hear about “small businesses” in the US, which can be up to 500
employees. But it is the smallest of businesses, the microbusiness with up to
five employees, that must succeed to support the economy.

The impact those companies have
on the economy is staggering. In the
US alone, 92% of all businesses have
fewer than five employees—including
the owner—and are responsible for
60 million jobs. These entrepreneurs
are the energy that fuels our economy,
which means supporting these
businesses is essential for job growth.
Microbusinesses allow dreams
to become reality, so with the right
knowledge, their potential is limitless.
That’s why Goizueta Business School at
Emory University created Start:ME, an
intensive business accelerator program
for micro-entrepreneurs that provides
business know-how, mentorship support,
and early stage capital for entrepreneurs to
develop viable and sustainable businesses.
Start:ME works in three communities
in Atlanta where access to ecosystems,
networks, and capital are a challenge.
Since its inception in 2013, Start:ME has
supported more than 250 local businesses
and awarded 86 capital investments in the
form of loans and grants.
In 2020, while the program worked
hard to support these entrepreneurs, like
most businesses, many continue to be
heavily impacted by COVID-19. Some
have closed their doors, unable to adapt
their business models to the pandemic,
while others have successfully pivoted to
more profitable models.
When reaching out to the entrepreneurs,
we found:
> 76% of Start:ME businesses
have decreased their hours
significantly and/or shut down
operations completely

> 82% of Start:ME businesses have
experienced a significant decrease
in sales revenue
> 41% of Start:ME businesses
have decreased the number of
employees and contractors they
typically employ
> 61% of Start:Me businesses anticipate
requiring emergency funding for
ongoing business continuity

a Continuity Loan Fund, Truist
Emergency Grant Program, and the
Hello Alice Emergency Grant Program.
Supporting these small businesses is not
only important for our program, but
also for the economy at large. When the
microbusinesses succeed, communities are
more economically and socially vibrant.
This year and in 2021, the Start:ME
accelerator program has been and
will continue to be virtual. It is just
one way it has pivoted, like so many
entrepreneurs. It is no surprise that a
group of entrepreneurs would be ready
to react to the pandemic and find a way
to recreate their business to fill a need.
Here are a few recent success stories:
As businesses closed their offices and
in-person events stopped, Veoleo, a
microbusiness that creates children’s
books in Spanish, shifted to Facebook
and Instagram to market its products.
The Moxie Maids, a commercial
cleaning business, began offering grocery
delivery services.

Veoleo, creates children’s books in Spanish.

We crowdfunded and distributed
$15,000 in COVID-19 resilience grants,
assisting in transitioning traditional
business to online and even providing
laptops to companies that did not have
technology to operate remotely. We have
expanded virtual mental health, social,
and business mentoring opportunities.
And we have pooled resources with other
small business supporters to share capital
and technical assistance opportunities for
small business citywide.
Resources provided also included
information on SBA Disaster Assistance,

As schools closed and camps shut down,
Fun Weird Science took its program
and camps virtual, offering classes
like “Intro to Programming Robots”
virtually so students could keep
learning. Amani Women’s Center, a
nonprofit supported by Johari Africa, is
producing masks and supplying them to
consumers and hospitals.
As the pandemic continues,
microbusiness owners will continue
to find ways to make their businesses
succeed. We believe supporting these
microbusinesses is essential to a strong
community. We will continue to provide
assistance in any way possible to offer
these entrepreneurs the tools they need
to survive and thrive.

Erin Igleheart is Program Director for the Start:ME Accelerator (www.startmeatl.org) at Emory University Goizueta Business School.
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Tax and Financial
Guidance for the
Entrepreneur and
Business Owner

TheTaxGuide.com
CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR SMALL TO MEDIUM BUSINESSES

Planning, Budgeting, Analysis & Managing
Plans Ranging from $49-$165 per Month
Most Plans Include:
» Web Consultations for Planning & Questions
» Individual and Business Tax Returns
» QuickBooks Online Subscription & Setup Assistance
» Accounting and Tax Education Webinars & Consultations
» Year Round Assistance

Add Bookkeeping starting at $129 per month

TAX QUESTIONS ANYTIME!
1-678-662-8708
www.thetaxguide.com
By Kennesaw CPA

